Measurement of optic nerve head parameters: comparison of optical coherence tomography with digital planimetry.
To compare the measurements of optic nerve head parameters from digital photographic images and optical coherence tomography (OCT) in normal children. The Sydney Childhood Eye Study assessed 1765 children aged 6 years from 34 randomly selected primary schools during 2003 to 2005. Optic nerve head parameters were measured from digital photographs captured using a Canon fundus camera (CF-60Uvi)/EOS 10D and OCT3 (Zeiss Stratus) using the "fast" optic disc protocol. Retinal images of 333 sequential child participants were graded using both methods and are included in analyses. Optic disc and cup area, vertical and horizontal disc and cup diameters, vertical and horizontal cup/disc diameter ratios, and cup/disc area ratios were calculated using both modalities. Magnification of the planimetric images was corrected using the Bengtsson formula. Mean vertical and horizontal disc and cup diameter and mean disc and cup area, as measured using OCT (1.76, 1.50, 0.71, and 0.68 mm and 2.15 and 0.47 mm, respectively) were significantly (P<0.0001; cup area P=0.0014) smaller than when measured using digital photography (1.85, 1.66, 0.76, and 0.74 mm and 2.40 and 0.51 mm, respectively). All 3 cup/disc ratio measures did not vary significantly (P>0.05) between the 2 methods (0.41, 0.45, and 0.22 vs. 0.41, 0.44, and 0.21, respectively). Linear and area measures by Stratus-OCT, compared with digital planimetry measurements, are around 10% smaller; however, all 3 cup/disc ratios were preserved. Where OCT produces unexpectedly small cup/disc ratios, manual viewing is advisable. However, OCT can be considered moderately reliable in measuring and monitoring cup/disc ratio in clinical settings.